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Abstract—The paper “Performability Analysis: A New Algorithm” describes an
algorithm for computing the complementary distribution of the accumulated reward
over an interval of time in a homogeneous Markov process. In this comment, we
show that in two particular cases, one of which is quite frequent, small
modifications of the algorithm may reduce significantly its storage complexity.
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1 INTRODUCTION
IN [1], an algorithm is described for computing the complemen-
tary distribution IPfYt > sg of the accumulated reward over the
interval of time ½0; t in a homogeneous Markov process with
finite state space and time-independent reward rates associated
with states. A salient feature of the algorithm is that it only deals
with nonnegative numbers bounded by 1, ensuring numerical
stability. Using the notation in [1], IPfYt > sg is computed with
absolute error bounded from above by "=2 using
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where  is the uniformization rate, N is a nonnegative truncation
parameter defined as
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mþ 1 is the number of different reward rates 0 ¼ r0 < r1 < . . . rm,
sj ¼ ðs rj1tÞ=ððrj  rj1ÞtÞ, and each scalar bðjÞðn; kÞ can be
obtained from vectors bUj ðn; kÞ and bDj ðn; kÞ. Vectors bU1ðn; 0Þ,
bUj ð0; 0Þ, j > 1, bDjð0; 0Þ, j < m, and bDm ðn; nÞ are known constant
vectors. The remaining vectors are proposed to be computed
following a given ordering. In the particular but frequent case
rm1t < s < rmt, IPfYt > sg is obtainedwith absolute error bounded
from above by " using
IPfYt > sg ¼
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where C is a second nonnegative truncation parameter defined as
C ¼ min
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which is never larger and often much smaller than N . Ignoring
the storage of the transition probability matrix of the uni-
formized Markov chain, the proposed ordering for the computa-
tion of the collection of vectors bUj ðn; kÞ, bDj ðn; kÞ results in a
storage complexity of the algorithm that is stated to be OðmNMÞ
in the case s  rm1t, where M is the number of states, and
Oð½ðm 1ÞC þN MÞ in the case rm1t < s < rmt.
In this comment, we start by noting that, using (1),
Equation (2) holds also when s ¼ rm1t, and that, therefore,
computing vectors bUj ðn; kÞ and bDj ðn; kÞ following the ordering
given in [1], the storage complexity of the algorithm is OðmNMÞ
in the case s < rm1t and Oð½ðm 1ÞC þN MÞ in the case
rm1t  s < rmt. In addition, in this second case, which is quite
frequent, small modifications of the algorithm make its storage
complexity OðmCMÞ for C > 1 and OðMÞ for C ¼ 1. The
modifications involve a reformulation of (2) and modifications
of the collections of vectors bUj ðn; kÞ, bDj ðn; kÞ that are computed
and of the order in which they are computed. The reformulation
of (2) is
IPfYt > sg ¼
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The collection of vectors that are computed and the order in
which they are computed are shown in Fig. 1. The upper part of
cell ðj; n; kÞ represents vector bUj ðn; kÞ, the lower part of cell ðj; n; kÞ
represents vector bDj ðn; kÞ, 0Dj and 1Dj represent constant vectors
with elements equal to respectively 0 and 1, and computed vectors
are indicated as }ð Þ}. The storage complexity results from the facts
that, using (3), IPfYt > sg can be computed obtaining bðmÞðn; n kÞ
in groups including the scalars corresponding to the same n value,
sorted by increasing n, and that, using the recursive expressions
given in Theorem 2.1 of [1], noting that bUm ðn; kÞ, n > 0, k > 0 does
not depend on bUm ðn; k 1Þ, each vector can be computed using a
subset of vectors including known constant vectors, the previously
computed vector and, for n ¼ i > 1, computed vectors of the
previous row (n ¼ i 1) with the same j value.
As said previously, in the case s < rm1t, the storage complexity
of the algorithm is OðmNMÞ. However, there exists a second
particular case in which the storage complexity can also be
improved. That particular case is 0  s < r1t. In that case, it is
possible [2] to define a truncation parameter
C0 ¼ min
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which is never larger than N , and compute IPfYt > sg with
absolute error bounded from above by " using [2]
IPfYt > sg ¼
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Small modifications of the algorithm in that second particular
case make its storage complexity OðmC0MÞ for C0 > 1 and OðMÞ
for C0 ¼ 1. The modifications involve a reformulation of (4) and
modifications of the collections of vectors bUj ðn; kÞ, bDj ðn; kÞ that
are computed and of the order in which they are computed. The
reformulation of (4) is
IPfYt > sg ¼
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The collection of vectors that are computed and the order in
which they are computed are shown in Fig. 2. The storage
complexity follows from the facts that, using (5), IPfYt > sg can be
computed obtaining bð1Þðn; n kÞ in groups including the scalars
corresponding to the same n value, sorted by increasing n, and
that, using the recursive expressions given in Theorem 2.1 of [1],
noting that bD1 ðn; kÞ, n > 0, k < n does not depend on bD1 ðn; kþ 1Þ,
each vector can be computed using a subset of vectors including
known constant vectors, the previously computed vector and, for
n ¼ i > 1, computed vectors of the previous row ðn ¼ i 1Þ with
the same j value.
We end the comment by noting that in the cases
rm1t  s < rmt, C ¼ 0, and 0  s < r1t, C0 ¼ 0, the storage
complexity of the algorithm is OðMÞ. This results from the
facts that, as noted previously, (2) holds also when s ¼ rm1t,
that, using (2) (resp., (4)), IPfYt > sg can be computed obtaining
bðmÞðn; nÞ (resp., bð1Þðn; 0Þ) sorted by increasing n, and that,
using the recursive expressions given in Theorem 2.1 of [1],
noting that bUm ðn; kÞ, n > 0, k > 0 does not depend on
bUm ðn; k 1Þ and that bD1 ðn; kÞ, n > 0, k < n does not depend
on bD1 ðn; kþ 1Þ, each vector can be computed using a subset of
vectors including known constant vectors and the previously
computed vector.
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Fig. 2. Collection of computed vectors bUj ðn; kÞ, bDj ðn; kÞ and order in which they
Fig. 1. Collection of computed vectors bUj ðn; kÞ, bDj ðn; kÞ and order in which they
are computed in the modified algorithm for the case rm1t  s < rmt, C > 0.
